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Although it is now but a distant summer memory, three of the ADCW Aspire House team took part in in this year’s
RideLondon 100 cycle event. Ben Gatland, Roy Howard and David Keeble all had different objectives and start times for
the ride. Ben’s plans were to raise a wonderful sum for Macmillan Cancer Support and supplement his 2019 fitness
drive, Roy was riding in his club colours and adding to a glittering palmarès of epic cycling achievements across the
planet and my goals, were to complete the event in the most sustainable way, raise a modest sum for the Multiple
Sclerosis Society UK and average 20mph.
My eco-cycling odyssey ruled out using my dirty diesel car, train or
bus to get to the start and from the finish of the ride. I would cycle
there and back. In terms of air quality, the closed roads make
RideLondon one of the cleanest weekends of the year.
The ride to the start was amazingly quick, probably faster than I could
ever achieve door to door in my car or by train. It was just the
bicycle traffic jams on Cycle Superhighway 2, close to the start at the
Plate 1: Cleaner air in Wandsworth during RideLondon
Olympic Velodrome, that slowed me down.
(Cycling industry news 2018)
After a lot of queuing at the start, the ride itself was a fantastic
festival of cycling in a safe peloton, on car free roads with no rain,
punctures or traffic lights to slow me down. While the ride home
was a warm down and a complete contrast. I could taste the soot
again from the buses and cars. Unfortunately, my average speed for
the main ride dropped just below my goal to 19.2mph. My data
would not worry Chris Froome or those in the Aspire cycling club. I’d
have to concentrate on the eco-goals and numbers instead!
Plates 2 & 3: Lycra traffic jam at Stratford before start and

With all the recent talk about the UK bringing greenhouse gas
Ben Gatland close to the finish, near the turn for The Mall
emissions to net zero by 2050 or earlier, I decided to do a simple
carbon footprint calculation for my RideLondon effort. Net zero,
according to the UK government website, means any greenhouse gas
emissions would be balanced by schemes to offset an equivalent
amount of greenhouse gases from the atmosphere, such as planting
trees, using technology including carbon capture and storage or
perhaps even cycling?

Plates 4-6: My Strava statistics for the day – It’s on Strava so it’s a ride, but there’s no mention of the carbon dioxide!
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My RideLondon 100 carbon footprint
Scenario
RideLondon 100 with rides to and from
home (ACTUAL)
RideLondon 100, if I travelled by train to
get to and from the event
RideLondon 100, if I used a car to get to
and from the event

Carbon Dioxide
equivalent emissions
(CO2e in kilogrammes)
4.41kg
5.40kg
11.83kg

Assumptions / data source
Emission rate for cycling 21g/km, source European Cyclists’ Federation
(incorporates bike manufacturing and energy consumed during cycling
emissions) Total distance cycled: 210.1km
BEIS/DEFRA greenhouse gas conversion factors 2019, 41g/km rail
Total distance cycled: 160.6km
BEIS/DEFRA greenhouse gas conversion factors 2019, 171g/km car
Total distance cycled: 160.6km

The emission factors are based on assumptions. Adding more detail could refine these emission factors by including:








My carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions from more energetic breathing when cycling - Breathing however is
normally ignored in CO2 calculations and assumed to be part of the natural cycle. This is because in contrast to
burning fossil fuels, where coal releases CO2 which has been locked up for millions of years, we are not adding
any extra CO2, we all have to breath;
The type of food eaten during the ride - If I was to burn 50 calories each mile ‘fuelled’ only by bananas, my
cycling CO2 emissions for the day would increase to 8.49kg (assuming: 65g CO2e/mile) or if instead my fuel was
cheeseburgers they would be 33.94kg (assuming: 260g CO2e/mile!) (source: The Guardian 8/6/10);
The water I drank during the ride and used for showering after it - One litre of water has a carbon footprint of
0.298g CO2e (source: treehugger.com). So, drinking about 6 litres of water during the ride and having a very
long shower after it (about 65 litres in total) results in 0.02kg CO2e; much less than the food! But the gas used
by a combi boiler to heat the long shower will be double this at 0.04kg CO2e (source: Parliamentary Office Post
523 May 2016 carbon footprint of heat generation); and,
Secondary emissions associated with the specific materials used to make the bicycle and associated kit - There
is a lot of embodied energy in a bicycle, including possibly steel from China, aluminium from Australia, carbon
fibre from Japan, plastics from Italy and rubber from Indonesia. Manufacturing and transport CO2e emissions
should also be considered and average figures are included in the above table. The European Cyclists’
Federation estimates that all these emissions are approximately one tenth of those for the production and sale
of a car. For what it’s worth, my 20-year-old bike has a steel frame, made in England and purchased from a
local bike shop. Perhaps the lowest carbon impact option however would have been to use a bamboo frame;
they are available but how long would it last?

Ultimately, the greenest bicycle is the one that gets ridden every day, but it is not a net zero-carbon solution. A road
bike that travels to the hills on the back of a car does nothing to reduce carbon consumption, instead creating
additional aerodynamic drag and increasing emissions from the car. The calculations demonstrate the complications
of carbon targets and how the wider commitments to a net zero-carbon future in industry and across our country will
be based on many assumptions and are very difficult to report accurately.
Collective responsibility towards sustainability
RideLondon as an event is becoming more conscious of its environmental footprint. Recent initiatives at RideLondon
demonstrate how small changes (marginal gains!) in design and behaviour can achieve significant environmental
performance improvements when applied on a large scale for more than 35000 cyclists. Changes include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Drinking water provided from bowsers and vases rather than single use plastic bottles;
Energy gels featuring a ‘litter leash’ tab to ensure the torn-open top of the gel stays attached to the pack
for easy disposal properly;
All event instructions and registration materials becoming digital rather than printed;
No plastic goody bags being given out at the finish of the event;
All generators fitted with particulate filters; and,
All waste collected across the event being sent for re-use, recycling or to be used for waste to energy.

This summary is linked with UN Sustainable
Development Goals: 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 13 & 15.

